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Introductions

• Your name

• Your community

• Your role



Training Objectives

When you complete this session you will be able to:

• Describe what a logic model is and how it can be 
useful to daily program operations

• Articulate how a program’s theory of change aligns 
with the logic model

• Identify key components of a logic model



Which statements apply to you?

• I am new to logic models.

• I have created logic models before.

• I have attended other logic model trainings.

• Our program has clear outcomes that we all 

know and agree on.

• My funder requires me to do logic models.





Logic Models



“If you don’t know where you are 

going, you will end up somewhere 

else.” 

– Yogi Berra



What is a logic model?

Visual tool

Sequence of events

Create change



Basic Logic Model

INPUT

ACTIVITY

OUTPUT

OUTCOME

https://www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/resource/Lo
gic%20Model%20Description%20of%20Audio.pdf

https://www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/resource/Logic Model Description of Audio.pdf


Logical 

Relationship

Needs

Services

Changes



How is a logic model useful?



Outcomes



Assumptions



LANGUAGE



Communication



Logic Model Quiz Review



Theory of Change



Theory of 

Change



If-Then Statements
A logic model visualizes a series of “if-then” 

relationships that outline the program’s 

theory of change.



Basic Logic Model

INPUT

ACTIVITY

OUTPUT

OUTCOME

IF

THEN

IF

IF

THEN

THEN



Everyday example

INPUT

• Family members
• Car
• $
• Camping equipment

ACTIVITY

• Pack car
• Drive to mountain camping area
• Set up campsite
• Family does fun activities together

OUTPUT

• # of miles driven
• # of days camping
• # of games played in car
• # and type of fun family activities at campsite

OUTCOME

• Family has good time
• Family bonds
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Serve Colorado Logic Model



Outputs vs. Outcomes

PROGRAM OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Crime 
Control

• # responses to calls
• # crimes investigated
• Arrests made

• Reduction in crimes 
committed

• Reduction in deaths and 
injuries resulting from crimes

• Less property damaged or lost 
due to crime

Highway
Construction

• Project designs
• Highway miles 

constructed
• Highway miles

reconstructed

• Capacity increases 
• Improved traffic flow
• Reduced travel times
• Reduction in accidents and 

injuries





25

“ Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here? “

“ That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,” said the    
Cat.

“ I don’t much care where,” said Alice.

“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.

- Lewis Carroll



Rooted in Evidence



How do we know this?

Will doing WHAT, with WHOM, 

WHERE, and for HOW LONG 

achieve the DESIRED OUTCOME?

Volunteer Mississippi and The University of Mississippi Center for Population 
Studies



Funded AmeriCorps Grantees Nationwide –

Levels of Evidence (2015)

Level of Evidence                         
(CNCS Evidence Tiers)

Percent

Strong 7%

Moderate 12%

Preliminary 52%

Pre-Preliminary 19%

No Evidence 10%



Intervention/Activities

Target Population

Geographic Area/Setting

Dosage/Duration

Types/Intensity/Scale of Change

Rooted in Evidence

WHAT

WHERE

WITH WHOM

HOW LONG

OUTCOME



Accessing the Evidence: Evaluation Research

• What Works Clearinghouse: 

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/w

wc/FWW

Volunteer Mississippi and The University of Mississippi Center for Population 
Studies

• CNCS Evidence Exchange:

https://www.nationalservic

e.gov/impact-our-

nation/evidence-exchange



Your Own Data
• Data Already Collected/Accessed

▫ Needs assessment
▫ Client records
▫ Test scores
▫ Surveys
▫ Experience
▫ Outputs and outcomes from programming
▫ Consultation with local experts

• Conducting Research
▫ Needs assessment
▫ Surveys
▫ Internal evaluation (process, outcomes, impact)

Volunteer Mississippi and The University of Mississippi Center for Population 
Studies



Other Local Data

• Needs assessments or community 
profiles

• Surveys
• Outputs and outcomes from their 

programming
• Consultation with local experts
• Experience
• Hospital, public health, schools, law 

enforcement, county extension 
office, regional economic 
development office, forest service, 
veteran’s services, housing authority

Data Already 
Collected/ 

Accessed By 
Other 

Organizations 
or Community 

Partners



Assessing

the Evidence



Assessing the Evidence

Criteria include:

• Relevant: Cites comparable intervention with 
similar beneficiaries and results

• Compelling: Persuasive, shows clear likelihood of 
success

• Up-to-date: Recently published (within 7-10 
years)

• Objective: Source with no stake in outcome and 
published in a peer-reviewed journal or by 
credible organization

Volunteer Mississippi and The University of Mississippi Center for Population 
Studies



Next Steps for Logic Models

Logic Model Technical Assistance

Become familiar with the 
evidence

Complete your logic model

Share your logic model with staff 
and stakeholders



Questions or Comments?

Paul Brown, Deputy Director

Serve Colorado
paul.brown@state.co.us

303.866.2565

Thank you for participating!


